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Abstract. This paper is devoted to discuss a general tendency in contextu-
alism which is known as "radical contextualism". In the first part I state the
well known paradox of semantic holism, as discussed in philosophy of lan-
guage: if meaning is holistic there is no possibility to share any meaning.
In the second part I present the different answers to this  paradox, from ato-
mism to different forms of holism. In the third part I give a criticism of the
traditional interpretation of Wittgenstein as a supporter of global holism. I
stress some similarities between Wittgenstein's thought and Multi Context
theories in artificial inteligence. In the last part I give some argument
against a rigid interpretation of "local holism": I claim  the need to give re-
strictions to local holim and to develop a study of the connections between
"default" properties and high level rules which are studied in Multi-Context
theories.

1   The paradox of semantic holism

The work of Wittgenstein is apparently characterized by a strong attitude to-
wards an holistic view of language. Even in Tractatus logico-philosophicus - consid-
ered as a program for logical atomism - we find reference to Frege's context principle:
names have meaning only in the context of a sentence (TLP 3.3). Names do not have
meaning in isolation; only when used to refer to something they are meaningful.
Wittgenstein subsequent work seems to be a progressive generalization of the context
principle. The Fregean principle is quoted as such at the beginning of Philosophical
Investigation in order to show that words do not have denotation in isolation, but only
when used inside a language game, a social environment of speech and action. If the
sentence is the basic move in a language game, like a move in the game of chess, a
language (game) itself is taken to be the basic unit in linguistic activity:

«To understand a sentence means to understand a language. To understand a
language means to be master of a technique» [Wittgenstein 1953, § 199]

Quine and Davidson interpret the sentence quoted above as an expression of a
radical holism. Quine refers to it in World and Object (§16) to stress the radical de-
pendence of any individual sentence from the entire language. Davidson endorses this
holistic attitude in his seminal essay "Truth and Meaning" where he says that  «we



can give the meaning of any sentence (or word) only by giving the meaning of every
sentence (and word) in the language. Frege said that only in the context of a sentence
does a word have meaning; in the same vein he might have added that only in the
context of the language does a sentence (and therefore a word) have meaning» (p.22).
Davidson's original theory of meaning gives a picture of language as a fixed set of
sentences whose meaning can be systematically given by their truth conditions.

However the extreme holistic viewpoint has a disastrous consequence, clearly
denounced by Dummett 1973 in his comment to Quine's work. Assuming a definition
of meaning as inferential role, the paradox could be expressed as such: if the meaning
of an expression is its inferential role, the meaning is the set of inferences connected
with the given expression; however, given that there is no distinction between ana-
lytic and synthetic sentences, we cannot define a restricted set of relevant inferences
which defines meanings (as e.g. analytical sentences given in the form of meaning
postulates). If meanings depends on the entire language and on the entire system of
beliefs of a speaker, given that there are no two individuals with the same identical set
of beliefs, no two individuals may give the same meaning to an expression. But if
two individuals do not give the same meanings to the same expressions, then they can
neither agree nor disagree. Hence communication becomes impossible. The apparent
paradox is therefore that if meaning is defined holisticaly, .there is no meaning to be
used in communication.

Dummett sees clearly that this criticism of holism is a criticism on its con-
sequences, and then it is not a proof of the falsity of semantic holism; however it is
an evidence in favour of a methodological stance against holism (Dummett
1993,p.21). Certainly, if holism holds, we could find it difficult to explain language
learning and communication. But not being able to explain language learning and
communication can be read both as evidence against holism and as evidence against
traditional explanations of learning an communication. Dummett follows the first
horn of the dilemma; others will follow the second one.

2   Alternative solutions

Given the paradox of radical holism, we have the following option: either
abandoning holism and finding a viable version of atomism (Fodor) or molecularism
(Dummett, Perry, Marconi) or, on the other hand,  keeping holism and abandoning the
traditional view of communication as sharing common meanings or contents (David-
son, Brandom, Stalnaker). I will treat some of these solutions to hint at their limita-
tions which seem to point towards an alternative: local holism.

2.1   The atomistic option

The atomistic option has been taken by Fodor. A basic argument against any
form of holism has been developed in Fodor-Lepore 1992. They claim that alternative
options are almost impossible to accept without either falling into holism or accept-



ing a principled analytic-synthetic distinction, which has been shown untenable by
Quine. If you accept the idea that in order to communicate you need to share some
belief you fall into holism, because there is no principled distinction which permits to
decide which beliefs are the relevant ones (unless you accept a not welcome principled
distinction between analytic and synthetic).

A way out is to accept that meanings are atomistic: each concept is an atom
which is causally activated in our mind (in our innate language of thought). Authors
like Fodor 1998 claim that the atomistic option is the only one which permits to
overcome the problem of holism. The atomistic stance had received a strong theoreti-
cal support with the publication of Wittgenstein's Tractatus logico-philosophicus.
However the logical atomism  vivid in the early period of analytic philosophy received
also strong criticism by most philosophers, including Wittgenstein himself. The new
version of atomism given by Fodor seems a psychological adjustment of a already
untenable position. Strange enough Fodor and Lepore accept the Quinean criticism of
the analytic-synthetic distinction, forgetting that the main target of the criticism is the
atomistic theory of language (the idea that sentences has a meaning in isolation from
other sentences). The dismantling of the atomistic theory of language implies the
dismantling of the idea of the atomistic theory of the meaning of single words (which
had already been definitely destroyed by the results of structuralist linguistics). The
new claims for atomism are more supported with the negative criticism of alternative
options than with positive  arguments. I will leave therefore the atomistic option as it
is, to verify the robustness of the alternative options.

2.2   The molecularist option

The molecularistic option is normally considered the stance where you have
some basic beliefs (or some basic semantic properties) which are definitory of the
meaning of words and sentences. This option falls under the criticism of Fodor and
Lepore who claim that any attempt to build up a molecularist stance (we share only
some beliefs) drives you directly either into holism or into the acceptance of the ana-
lytic/synthetic distinction (either meaning is given by all beliefs or it is given by
analytic definitions). However Perry 1994 and others claim that there is a weak form
of molecularism which escapes this criticism. We have therefore to distinguish a
strong and a weak molecularism, where the distinction is given by the scope of the
quantifier (I use here Marconi 1997):

- the strong molecularism, which is supposed to lead to holism or to A/S distinc-
tion, might be expressed as such:

∀  p ∃  q (q≠p & Nec (p is shared → q is shared)

that is, if two people share a belief p, there is some other belief q which must also
be shared. Fodor and Lepore claim that, unless you give a class of privileged sen-
tences, you have no idea of how to choose the sentences q to be shared.  But to isolate



a class of privileged sentences is to come back to the idea of a set of beliefs analyti-
cally connected with p, therefore to come back to the analytic/synthetic distinction,
which is to be rejected.

What is wrong, however, with analytic/synthetic distinction? Quine himself
was certainly aware of the apparent utility of a weak distinction between analytic and
synthetic, or theoretic and observation sentences. He claims that there is no "princi-
pled" distinction, universally valid; however, for practical purpose a distinction of the
kind is needed. We might therefore accept a relatively innocuous distinction of the
kind linguistic/factual (practically most of the knowledge representation systems ac-
cept one, since the distinction between assertional and descriptional in the KL-ONE
semantic networks).  Certainly strong molecularism (which seem the position still
hold by Dummett 1991) is a stable position and coherent with the traditional view of
communication. However, for the sake of the argument, we grant a suspicion on the
appeal to any kind of distinction between analytic and synthetic sentences. Is it possi-
ble to build a molecularist position completely free from this danger?

-  the weak molecularism, which is supposed to avoid both holism and the A/S dis-
tinction, might be expressed as such:

∀  p Nec (p is shared → ∃  q (q≠p & q is shared)

that is, necessarily, if you share p, there are other beliefs that are also shared.
However there is no privileged class of beliefs; there must be other shared beliefs if p
is shared, but there is no reason why these beliefs should belong to a class of analytic
or privileged sentences.  It is easy to see how the weak molecularist option is different
both from the strong molecularist one and from the holistic one. Certainly you do not
need to understand all the language in order to understand a sentence; on the other hand
this option maintains the classical view that communication is based on sharing some
common content (which content, is not relevant at all; if you say to a hearer that your
ring is gold, maybe you share just the wrong belief that gold is yellow, or the belief
that gold is a metal; who cares? ). However the position is highly unstable. To assert
that you need to have some shared beliefs q if you hold a belief p cannot avoid the
question of which kind of beliefs we expect to be shared. If two people may share few
beliefs, certainly they are expected to hold some beliefs which are relevant to the mat-
ter. Maybe they do not share all the relevant beliefs, but we, speakers of a language,
must distinguish what is relevant and what is not. Sharing beliefs is on one hand an
individual matter, on the other hand a social matter; there are beliefs shared in the
society, even if not shared by all the individuals. Idealized individual competence is
neither a universal encyclopedia nor a set of casual beliefs. If communication is, on
this view, a sharing of contents, we cannot avoid the normative problem of which
contents are the best to be shared to improve successful communication.



2.3   The holistic option

The holistic option is bound to reject the traditional view of communication
if it wants to avoid the criticism of Dummett. Radical holism has bee expressed
clearly in Davidson's theory of meaning based on the concept of interpretation and on
Tarski's theory of truth. Not much has been said about communication in the early
papers by Davidson. And radical or global holism is the typical target  of Dummett's
criticism. But if we change the picture of communication, maybe holism could be
saved. This stance is well expressed in Davidson's "Nice derangement of epitaphs", in
Stalnaker's Context and Content and in Brandom's Making it Explicit.  Recently
Hinzen 1999 has give further support to the idea that "shared linguistic knowledge is
no precondition for communication".

The main point in Davidson is exactly to give a different view of what com-
munication is: not a sharing of the same contents (meanings) but a work of conver-
gence between two different idiolects, and the formation of a "passing" theory during
the dialogue, provoked by the utterances of the other speaker. This passing theory is
what a speaker is able to build on the ground of what he expects the speaker is think-
ing and of what she actually says.

A similar stance, in a different framework, has been developed by Robert
Stalnaker in Content and Context. While Davidson keeps Quine's  attitude of using
canonical extensional first order language, Stalnaker's framework is given by model
theoretic semantics in the tradition of Carnap's and Montague's modal languages. In
Stalnaker the expectations of a speaker are framed in terms of "presuppositions"; the
context is what is given by the (probably different) presuppositions of the speakers,
by what they assume for granted: «context dependence means dependence on certain
facts, but the facts must be available, or presumed to be available, to the participants
in the conversation. So I propose to identify a context (at a particular point in a dis-
course) with the body of information that is presumed, at that point, to be common to
participants in the discourse» (p.98). Given that the context is "constantly changing as
things are said" (p.101), a dialogue is a constant adjustments of the presuppositions
prompted by the sentences which are uttered by the speakers.

The main problem with Davidson's proposal is that it reduces language to a
set of idiolects of speakers; further criticism given by Dummett 1992 is mainly de-
voted to the lack of analysis of language as social institution and social practice; even
if communication is important, to restrict the function of language to communication
is to give a fairly incomplete view of language, which is also a vehicle of thought in
a community.
 If I have well understood Stalnaker's proposal, every proposition, relevant or
not, that is taken for granted by the speakers contributes to the definition of the con-
text. The difficulty with this proposal is that the context so conceived is "too big". A
context embeds all the presuppositions of the speakers in the dialogue; while they
change subject, the presuppositions are still there and we have to take them into ac-
count to ascertain the validity of the context set. Therefore the overall project seems
bound to a computational complexity which is beyond any reasonable formal treat-
ment.  



There is another form of holism developed in the tradition of semantic net-
works. For Quillian 1967 each node of a semantic network activates the nearest nodes
following some path in the network and is indirectly connected with every other node.
Meaning can be computed at different degrees, depending on the number of nodes
activated, and similarity of meaning is computed as similarity in activation of nodes
starting from the node under consideration. However the idea that, given any system,
the elements of the system are in principle connected is an aspect of holism which
does not necessarily imply meaning holism; in fact the claim behind semantic net-
works does not entail that that to compute the meaning of an expression we have to
run through the entire semantic network, even if there is no clear assumption about
restrictions in the numbers of nodes activated for individuating meaning.

3   Sharing rules, contexts and language games

The solutions given above of the paradox of holism have been all criticized
for some relevant aspects. We might doubt that the solutions given above exhaust the
varieties of possible solutions. I suggest that Wittgenstein's ideas, which seem to be
at the heart of most of these solutions, have been partly misunderstood. When Quine
quotes Wittgenstein as a heir of an holistic position, he quotes from the Blue Book.
However the complete quotation from Philosophical Investigations says not only that
"to understand a sentence is to understand a language", but also that "to understand a
language is mastering a technique". How is to be interpreted the first sentence? Is this
second assertion relevant to our discussion?

To answer the first question we should take care to understand "a language"
not as "the" language. In Wittgenstein's perspective language itself, as a universal
representation, disappears. We are left with a multifarious interconnection of language
games, situations in which language and action are interwoven. Therefore if we want
to give a definition of meaning, we have to give it always relative to a language
game. And if we want to define meaning holistically, we cannot define meaning rela-
tive to the entire language, but relative to single and specific language games.

As far as the second sentence is concerned, a technique is something which is
given by a social practice - we master a technique if we follow some common rules.
Therefore understanding a language is ability to follow rules (social practices). This
passage suggests a shift from sharing contents to sharing rules. What do we share?
Not mainly contents but rules; Brandom 1994 tries to develop a similar point in
speaking of "sharing the structure, not the content". The picture of communication as
sharing of contents can be abandoned with a picture of communication as sharing of
rules.

Which kind of rules? Here there is no clear answer in Wittgenstein; however
his overall picture of the working of language avoids postulating a unique set of rules;
apparently different rules apply in different language games. Language itself is a
highly abstract idealization; you may postulate a language instinct and a language
faculty, but the varieties of linguistic activities cannot be embedded in a unique formal
representation. Wittgenstein's attitude is a reaction against a unique representation of



language as a single unit; language is a social enterprise and different aspects are de-
veloped in different ways; but if there cannot be a unique representation of the working
of language, there can be a careful description of different language games. Their de-
scription must be completed by an analysis of the connections and transformations
from one language game to another. In Wittgenstein's Philosophical Investigations
the study of the relationships among language games is left to a very general level of
programmatic remarks. This point seems to me the place where artificial intelligence
may give some suggestion to philosophy. There is an apparent similarity between the
Wittgenteinian picture of language games and the basic ideas of multi-context theories
in artificial intelligence. In multi-context theories you cannot develop a single formal-
ization for "the" language, but you are bound to describe different contexts as different
theories, each one with its language, axioms and rules.

Somebody might ask whether it is sensible to make a comparison between
an old-fashioned philosopher of the beginning of the last century and the work of
contemporary a.i. I can only suggest that the motivations of the formal treatment of
context in a.i. are similar to the motivation behind Wittgenstein's philosophy. The
answers are partly different. The motivation is the problem of generality: at any time
you may find people interpreting what you say in an unexpected way.

McCarthy 1987, 1993 says that, given any sentence, you may always find,
with some ingenuity, some axioms where the sentence can be interpreted as false or
however different from the intended interpretation; his answer insists on the impor-
tance of relativizing any assertion to a specific context and studying the rules which
permit operations among contexts.  Wittgenstein 1953 says that given any sentence
(or any rule) you may always find an interpretation different from yours. Wittgen-
stein's answer insists on the difference between interpreting a rule and following a
rule. Rules are social practices which are followed before being interpreted; therefore in
understanding language you cannot rely only on interpretations, but you have to rely
on social practice. Social practices are laid down in language games.

The detailed study of the rules which work across contexts is exactly what is
missing in Wittgenstein's approach, even if his philosophy clearly go towards this
clarification. This kind of study is also what is missing in the different attempts to
face the problem of holism. All attempts to solve the problem of holism end up with
a search of shared contents: communication is either the sharing of meanings or a
convergence towards some shared meanings or contents. No question has been posed
on the means to attain this aim; Davidson 1986 (p. 445) speaks of the "mysterious"
aspect of the communicative success. On the contrary, the suggestion stemming from
artificial intelligence is that there is no mistery at all: we share and we may explicitly
study general rules to navigate across contexts. For a communication being success-
ful, we need to share these high level rules, and the formal study of this kind of rules
may help to understand exactly the strategies used in successful communication.

There are many presentations of rules for navigating across contexts; Mc
Carthy 1993 speaks of rules of entering and exiting contexts, or of lifting a sentence
from one context to another; Giunchiglia 1993 speaks of bridge rules which permit to
draw a conclusion in a context from a premise in another context; Fauconnier 1997
(ch.6)  speaks of rules for blending concepts from different contexts; Benerecetti et alia



2000 summarize most of the research in three kinds of mechanisms of contextual
reasoning: localized reasoning, push and pop, shifting. These three mechanisms corre-
spond to three basic aspects of a contextual representation as partial, approximated and
perspectival. While the first aspect works inside contexts, the two other aspects work
on contexts.

We find here a distinction between two different kinds of rules: using a Witt-
gensteinian terminology we might speak of rules governing the working of language
games, and the rules governing relations among language games. How shall we define
rules defining contents inside different contexts? In order to blend concepts we need
concepts to be blended; in order to lift an inference from a context to another we need
an inference to be performed. While we are beginning to study a new level of rules
among contexts, we run the risk to find inside each context the same problem of se-
mantic holism we have found at the beginning. Do the discovery of new kinds of rules
which run across contexts have some impact on this problem? I will come back on
these question after some remarks on one last solution on the market: local holism.

4   Local Holism and the meaning of the words

After the different solutions of the problem of holism, with their limitations,
one last alternative is still to be discussed, a solution which seems lurking behind the
Multi Context theories: "local" holism, a label which fits also some of Wittgenstein's
remarks. While there is a general tendency to criticize global holism, local holism is
nowadays considered a viable option (see for instance Peacocke 1997). However the
label is still vague, and many interpretations of what "local holism" is are available.
A first basic definition of local holism should give restrictions to the meaning of
linguistic expressions relative to specific contexts in which they are used. A further
specification might claim that the meaning of a word or a sentence depends on a "lo-
cal" theory, and that - given no difference in principle between analytic and synthetic
sentences - it depends on all the possible beliefs or inferences enclosed in that theory.

There is an ambiguity here. (Cognitive) contexts may be used to represent
the sets of beliefs of individuals. Given that each person has her personal touch or that
semantic twins do no exist in principle (at least when both say "I" they refer to differ-
ent persons), there will be no possibility to have two cognitive contexts identical with
one another. Representing cognitive contexts as sets of beliefs of individuals may
have some advantage to solve some problems (differences of points of view, and so
on). However contexts may also represent collective  activity or shared information
and action, may be given as representations of what is going on in a typical situation
(as frames or scripts). In this case it is not always necessary to represent the point of
view of the individual, but the point of view of the "social setting", the result of the
interactions among individuals. Think for instance of a "restaurant" script and think of
the concept "dish"; I don't care if the waiter believes that her aunt has a set of dishes
with golden stripes. I care that the waiter beliefs that dishes are to be used for food,
and that they are fragile. Are we going back to some form of atomism inside each



contexts? Actually this is not the case. I am not suggesting to define each concept in
isolation; however I think it important not to forget the basic core of the "typicality"
or "default" reasoning, applied to meaning.

There is a solid core which is represented by the typical situations in which,
as Wittgenstein says, "a word is at home", or in which a concept is typically used.
The great lesson of frame nets is that we don't need a strict definition or strict (neces-
sary & sufficient) meaning postulates, but just defeasible ones. The point is that if we
abandon the principles behind the analytic-synthetic distinction, we may still find
some pragmatic principles which justify the distinction between two sorts of infer-
ences, the one defining basic uses of words, the other defining occasional applications
of them. A philosophical attitude of this kind is well followed in the practice of A.I.:
any "viable" (=which can be implemented in a system) representation of meaning as
inferential role is bound not to include all (or most) possible inferences. Many A.I.
programs may be considered as attempts to respect this restriction in defining meaning
and understanding. There are many examples since the beginning of a.i.: McCarty
("advice talker") defines the concept of "immediate inference": in order to understand a
situation we do not need to make explicit all the inferences from the relevant prem-
ises, but only their immediate consequences, beginning with the inferences which
require just one step in the deductive process. The idea is barely sketched; however, it
does point to the necessity of controlling the risk of combinatorial explosion of infer-
ences; Norvig 1989 designed an algorithm computing a limited set of proper infer-
ences quickly, without computing all types of inferences. Proper inferences are defined
as plausible, relevant, and easy. Quick computation of a small set of proper inferences
yields a partial interpretation, which can be used as input for further processing. In
many frame systems we find a distinction between assertional and definitional part.
The definitional part is not linked to the analytic-synthetic definition, but it is
prompted by the necessity of the system to run properly. We may use the idea of
frame (which can be represented as a set of default inferences) as a substitute of the
idea of "basic" or "literal meaning".

On Gricean lines many authors suggest that the literal meaning is to be
computed before any possible and possibly deviant interpretation. Grice's hypothesis
has been criticized on the ground of psychological plausibility and other experimental
results (see Gibbs 1993) which in principle make it dubious to speak of a unique
"literal" meaning of a word. Reinforced also from the fact that each word and each
concept may have many different uses and interpretations in different contexts, the
concept of basic or literal meaning has been therefore challenged. The extreme alterna-
tive choice is to say that the meaning of a word is always relative to the specific con-
text in which it is uttered, and therefore we have to decide the context before deciding
which meaning is at stake. Searle 1979 has been one of the first authors to insist of
the underdetermination of meaning in respect to context (or backgound), assuming that
literal meaning does not exist, but only contextual determination permits to avoid
ambiguity. Other author (see Bianchi 1999) has developed to the extreme this radical
contextualism tending to abolish the divide between typicality and variation. This
point is really hard to swallow (see appendix 1). Studies on typicality suggest that



there is a solid core in meaning: basic inferential competence is construed in typical
situations together with basic referential competence.

A solid core of procedures lies behind the possibility of variations of the uses
of words in contexts. This procedural aspect of meaning together with the idea of
typicality or default values is also the heritage of the first period of artificial intelli-
gence, with the procedural paradigm of toy words and the development of frame sys-
tems with default values. We may point out that even in early toy words menings as
procedures were assured compositionality (see Penco 1999). Criticisms on absence of
compositionality in prototype theories (see Fodor 1998) do not exrtend to the proce-
dural paradigm of meaning. Granting contextual restrictions to compositionality, we
may accept a deveopment of the concept of meaning as procedure in both aspects
pertaining to inferential and referential competence (see Marconi 1997, who tries to
avoid speaking of "meaning", and tries to explain the dual aspect of lexical compe-
tence). This solid core of procedural meaning can be an explanation of the relative
invariance of the conceptual lexicon (invariance also among languages and cultures)
which is a datum we cannot avoid, and which can be evidences supporting it in many
cases as, for instance:
- the slots to be filled in a frame for most of typical situations and the referential
competence connected with basic ontology.
-  the linguistic rules associated with indexicals and with reports of indirect speech [If I
report her speech, I will say "she…"; if you report my speech, you will say "he…",
and so on].
-  the coherence of sets of words whose meaning is inter-definable or co-defined as a
system like logical constants or words for colors.

A good test to choose between accepting the relative autonomy of the con-
ceptual lexicon or following local holism in a "radical" contextualist way is compar-
ing two expressions belonging to two different contexts. Are we allowed to speak of
identity of meaning through contexts? Here identity of meaning may signify identity
of inferences correlated to the expressions. We have an alternative:

(a) we decide to have some stable contexts, or definitional contexts, where an
expression takes its most basic meaning, given by typical inferences and recognitional
abilities. Clark 1992 speaks of "introductory scripts", referring to contexts appropriate
to introduce a new linguistic expression. These definitional contexts should be able to
be lifted in different contexts in which the word is used. We might therefore speak of
sameness of meaning when a word used in two different contexts belongs to a defini-
tional context which has been lifted in the two contexts without much change on the
defauls values.

(b) we decide to allow only compatibility relations between expressions. We
might say that two expressions are compatible if they may be intersubstitutable in the
same contexts. But two expressions, even of the same type, can never have the same
meaning if they are used in different contexts; in different context they will produce
different inferences, and their inferential power or meaning will be different.

Following (a) ensures a safe way towards a theory of meaning which uses the
concept of "basic meaning" of an expression to be a stereotypical representation which
can be shared among contexts. The measure in which the values of the frame are



shared gives the measure of similarity of meaning between the two concepts. The
lexicon of a language might partly depend on the definitions in a "definitory" vocabu-
lary, which should take into account partitions and levels of knowledge. We still
maintain the relevance of cognitive contexts to decide the final interpretation of the
meaning, but we still keep some starting points. On the other hand, if we follow (b),
we may hold a point of view of radical local holism and we have either to give up
speaking of meaning, or to define meaning each time, relatively to the context in
which the expression is used. In this case it is not possible to define identity of mean-
ing, unless we have identity of context. We might have no definitory vocabulary (or
vocabularies), but just a list of expressions to be interpreted each time in each context.

Following a radical form of local holism we run the risk of missing some-
thing deeply embedded in our linguistic practice: the comparison of meanings, or of
our sets of inferences and beliefs. The ability to say "you do not understand what I
mean" or "you have got exactly the meaning of my words" relies on our social prac-
tice of converging on stable sets of typical inferences; their defeasable character is one
of the peculiarity we have discovered in the past century. Defeasibility means also
possibility to shift context, but also ability to recognize tipicality and normativity.

A misunderstanding seems to run through the discussion on cognitive con-
texts and it is the not always clear distinction between kinds of context (definitory
contexts, working contexts, procedural contexts, belief contexts,…). When we treat
contexts as sets of beliefs of individual agents, particular inferences drawn in each
individual context will be unique for that context. Therefore we cannot think that
individuals may share conceptual contents intended as exactly the same sets of infer-
ences; as I said before no two persons could share that. But we all at least share basic
rules to navigate across contexts; one of the most used is to pick up (import, lift)
definitional contexts in different dialogues and actions. We may then change what is
normally assumed for granted, but the change comes after a prima facie assumption of
typicality. A new field of study is open to us: the study of the interaction between
rules "external" to contexts, and what is defined "inside" contexts.

A working hypothesis which is emerging from different fields fo research is
that at least part of the definition of our conceptual machinery derives from the con-
vergence of high level rules among contexts, convergence which represents the agree-
ment of individuals regarding basic information and action. The overlapping of uses
and the relative stability of definitional contexts is anchored to the common acceptance
of relations of compatibily among contexts. The difference between an extreme and a
weaker form of local holism depends on the wheight given to this hypotesis: an ex-
treme and radical form of local holism would suggest to abandon the concept of con-
ceptual content and to recontruct it completey from these practices of converging
(Brandom 1994 seems to go in this direction); a weaker form would insist on the
relative persistence of conceptual structures which emerge in typical situations and are
basic for our language learning and understanding. I have give some very program-
matic remarks about the danger of following the radical form of local holism; this
does not mean that this project deserves careful attention; any serach to put it to work
may certainly reveal new dimensions of the contextual dependence of meaning and
understanding. Local holism is however not necessarily so radical as that.



Appendix 1:

 A note on the difficulty of "literal meaning"

"Alice finished the book"

The example is suggested by Pustejovsky: to interpret "Alice finished the
book" you are compelled, in Pustejovsky's argument, to generate two readings, de-
pending on the restrictions on "book" (a physical object which is read and written):

- Alice finished reading the book and
- Alice finished writing the book.
Apparently, if Alice is a goat and not a woman, you cannot accept prima facie

these interpretations (unless the goat Alice is in a fantasy novel). Which answer could
be given? Pustejovsky could specify that the "reading/writing" selection are linked to
humans. "x finished the book" means "x finished reading/writing the book" if x is a
human. This step might make the structure heavier and heavier. A simpler alternative
might be to read "x finished y" as

"x terminated a process z regarding y",

where z is unspecified, depending on other information of the context. This would
not count against the theory that the first interpretation to be computed is the "literal
meaning". The reason is as follows: Pustejovsky claims that the "literal" meaning of
"to finish" in the co-text of "to finish a book" is dependent on the object and its rele-
vant properties. We may  either abandon this choice or to weaken it. The option sug-
gested above is not an abandon but a weakening.  In Pustejovsky's semantics there is
a distinction between two kinds of properties of a book: (i) a physical object (ii)
something which can be read or written. We might restrict the basic definition of "to
finish" to the first level. The more radical alternative is to abandon every link with the
object. In this case "to finish" is computed even before arriving at the word "book":
"to terminate an operation z". Which operation? It is not really important. Alice has
brought to an end some operation. This is the literal meaning of "to finish", to be
completed before deciding further specifications given by the context.

Appendix 2:

A short summary of the different stances on communication and meaning

"The cat is on the mat"

* atomism:
cat and mat are concepts causally imposed in our mind.



The meaning of the sentence is given by the language of thought and corresponding
causal relation with reality.

* strong molecularism
a speaker and a hearer have to know definitions of:
cat (x) -> animal (x) and feline (x) and makes "miau" (x)
mat (x) -> made of wool (x) and on the floor (x) and used for
* weak molecularism
a speaker and a hearer have to share, by chance:
some property of cat and mat, not necessarily the so called definitions; for instance:

"cats like mice", and "mats are made of wool"
* global holism
a speaker and a hearer have to share the entire system of the meaning theory:
in the form: " 'the cat is on the mat' is true iff the cat is on the mat"
* convergence holism
a speaker and a hearer have to converge towards a common passing theory:
the hearer has to intend the intentions of the speaker, who - for instance - may in-

tend with "cat" what hearer means with "dog" and with "mat" what the hearer means
with "blanket". The corresponding inferences follow.

* local holism
"cat" and "mat" are words which take their meaning from the use of these words in

a context with given axioms and rules of inferences. Unless you specify the cognitive
context, the words have no meaning at all.

* weak local holism
"cat" and "mat" are word which are defined in typical definitory contexts, and their

basic frame structure (a set of inferences) is lifted in any context, waiting for a verifi-
cation of compatibility. Changes are made afterwards.
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